
 

 

November 19, 2018 
 
Samantha Deshommes 
Chief, Regulatory Coordination Division 
Office of Policy and Strategy 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
Department of Homeland Security 
20 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20529-2140 
 
RE: DHS Docket No. USCIS-2010-0012, Inadmissability on Public Charge Grounds 
 
Dear Ms. Deshommes, 
 
On behalf of Jewish Family & Community Services East Bay, I am writing to urge 
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to withdraw its proposed “Public 
Charge” rule. We believe that, if implemented, the changes proposed would 
significantly decrease legal immigrants’ access to essential federal safety net 
programs and have a broad, adverse impact on public health. 
 
Our agency has served individuals and families in Alameda and Contra Costa 
counties, California, since 1877. During our long history, we have supported many 
generations of immigrants who have come here seeking freedom, safety, and 
opportunity. We are proud to have helped them build new lives and have seen 
their trajectory toward independence, using government services and supports 
along the way. To say that they contribute greatly to our community is an 
understatement; they are the foundation of our community’s strength.  
 
The changes proposed in the new Public Charge rule would severely undermine 
legal immigrants in their quest to becoming healthy, productive, and fully 
participating members of our community. The proposed rule is likely to lead to 
non-citizens staying away from benefits for which they are now eligible (such as 
Medicaid, Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidies, SNAP, and Housing subsidies) 
and which support their thriving and advancement in this country. It also would—
and already has—deterred many eligible families, including citizens, from using 
necessary benefits due to their fear and confusion about the implications of 
availing themselves of non-cash benefits. 
 
We are an agency that serves people of all ages, with a particular emphasis on 
the youngest and oldest among us. Our largest single program is in the area of 
early childhood mental health, supporting young children, their parents, and 



caregivers to get a fair and healthy start in life. We know that children thrive when their parents 
can access needed health care, when their families have enough to eat, and when they have a 
roof securely over their heads. We also know that among the people adversely affected by the 
proposed Public Charge rule are citizen children living with one or more non-citizen parents. 
We have seen first-hand how these families avoid necessary services due to their fears of 
deportation and other kinds of retribution, and now the proposed Public Charge rule will be a 
further deterrent. We are unalterably opposed to further attempts to harm the well-being of 
these children and families.  
 
We are also highly concerned at the prospect of older adults foregoing their own needs out of 
concern for protecting their families who may be accessing public health care, food security, 
and affordable housing programs.  
 
We are acutely aware of what happens when people lack access to health care, especially 
primary and preventive care, and its negative impact on the health of the entire community. 
We believe the proposed rule will ultimately harm all of us. We strongly urge DHS to withdraw 
this proposed rule. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Avi Rose, LCSW 
Executive Director 
 
cc:  Senator Kamala Harris 
 Senator Dianne Feinstein 
 Representative Barbara Lee 
 Representative Mark DeSaulnier 
 Representative Eric Swalwell 
 


